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Executive Summary

For 59 years, Cuba’s authoritarian regime has engaged in a state-run human trafficking enterprise involving its medical missions. In the name of helping countries address natural disasters and healthcare crises, Cuba has subjected over 400,000 medical workers to forced labor, withholding of payment, family separation, and deplorable working conditions, among other exploitative conditions. The human trafficking scheme of the Cuban government has become the main source of foreign income for the island’s 63-year-old totalitarian government, while bolstering the regime’s legitimacy and international support.

Our analysis shows that the Cuban government has imposed coercive and retaliatory practices on healthcare professionals deployed abroad in ways that violate binding international treaties protecting human trafficking victims, namely the United Nations’ Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children and various International Labor Organization conventions. Cuba’s human trafficking enterprise has also resulted in violations of the rights to privacy, freedom of expression, freedom of association, and freedom of movement of hundreds of thousands of Cuban doctors over the years.

In the following brief, we (1) present the legal instruments (international treaties and “soft law” norms) that call on states to protect the rights of human trafficking victims and incorporate a human rights approach to human trafficking solutions; (2) provide background information regarding the development of Cuba’s medical missions; (3) outline the main coercive mechanisms Cuba uses to exploit the labor of its healthcare workers; (4) describe the role of the medical missions as “money-making” operations benefiting the Cuban regime; and (5) present a conclusion on the prior findings and suggest policy changes.
Definitions of Human Trafficking

The United Nations’ Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children

International law requires states to implement existing legal obligations to prevent and combat human trafficking in their territories. These obligations are most clearly defined in the United Nations’ Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (also known as the Palermo Protocol), which Cuba has ratified. States that have ratified the Palermo Protocol must ensure their national laws meet the requirements of the Protocol and are subject to the jurisdiction of international courts for treaty violations.

The Palermo Protocol is the first legally binding instrument to provide an internationally accepted definition of human trafficking. Article 3(a) of the Protocol defines “trafficking in persons” as the “recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons [...] for the purpose of exploitation” by means of the threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, deceit, fraud, debt bondage, abuse of power, or abuse of a position of vulnerability. This definition specifies “forced labour” as a form of exploitation, expanding traditional notions of human trafficking beyond sexual exploitation practices. Under the Palermo Protocol, consent of a trafficking victim is irrelevant when the trafficker achieved it through any of the aforementioned means.

The Protocol defines “trafficking in persons” as the “recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons [...] for the purpose of exploitation” by means of the threat or use of force, other forms of coercion, abduction, deceit, fraud, debt bondage, abuse of power, or abuse of a position of vulnerability.

---
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While the Palermo Protocol’s anti-trafficking provisions are clear, gaps exist in the incorporation of human rights protections for the victims of human trafficking. According to Article 5 of the Protocol, states must criminalize human trafficking and establish domestic anti-trafficking laws. This emphasis on a criminal justice framework means that in practice most states address human trafficking from a criminal perspective, rather than incorporating a human rights-based approach. However, in addition to this criminal justice provision, the Protocol includes human rights obligations. According to Article 2(b), the Protocol is intended to “protect and assist the victims […] with full respect for their human rights.” Article 6 contains specific obligations to protect the privacy and identity of trafficking victims, as well as to aid in their “physical, psychological and social recovery” considering their “age, gender and special needs.” Moreover, according to Article 14, the Protocol will not affect the obligations of states under international law, including international humanitarian law and international human rights law.

In addition to the Palermo Protocol’s language, the application of a human rights-based approach to human trafficking is incorporated in “soft law” documents such as the Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking (Recommended Principles and Guidelines) and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights’ Commentary on the Recommended Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking (Commentary). While these “soft law” instruments at first sight lack the enforceability of treaties, they are many times considered faithful interpretations of binding treaties and further embody international legal norms and principles that are a source of legal obligations for states, including the right to liberty, the right to freedom of movement, the right to just and favorable conditions of work, and the right to security. These entrenched legal norms and principles can further be considered part of customary international law, which makes them universally applicable to all states. It is also important to note that the Recommended Principles and Guidelines and its Commentary establish a framework for state practice that could contribute to the development of new customary international law.

7 Ibid.
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The incorporation of a human rights-based approach in the Palermo Protocol and other “soft law” instruments acknowledges that all forms of human trafficking are indeed human rights violations. It changes the way states should approach anti-trafficking efforts, integrating human rights into their analysis of the problem and their responses. Identifying human trafficking as a human rights violation also triggers state obligations under binding human rights treaties. Crucially, a human rights-based approach can potentially expand the focus of human trafficking from criminal justice and crime control to other structural issues underlying trafficking, especially the role of regime type. Analysis of the U.S. Department of State’s Trafficking in Persons Report’s (TIP Report) assessment of government efforts, from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018, shows that democratic regimes place better than authoritarian regimes in meeting the minimum standards for the elimination of human trafficking. As such, effective measures to end human trafficking must also incorporate provisions that empower the civil and political rights of the citizens of authoritarian states.

Analysis of the U.S. Department of State’s Trafficking in Persons Report’s (TIP Report) assessment of government efforts, from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018, shows that democratic regimes place better than authoritarian regimes in meeting the minimum standards for the elimination of human trafficking.

---

The U.S. Trafficking Victims Protection Act

The U.S. Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 as amended (TVPA)\(^2\) establishes basic requirements for states in combating human trafficking and recognizes “severe forms of trafficking in persons” as sex and labor trafficking. The TVPA and the Palermo Protocol contain similar definitions of human trafficking, focusing on the trafficker’s acts (i.e., recruitment, transfer, harboring, transportation, etc.), means (i.e., force, fraud, coercion, abduction, etc.), and purpose (exploitation).\(^3\) The TVPA also provides an additional legal framework to understand the scope of Cuba’s human trafficking patterns.

**Labor trafficking is “the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision or obtaining of a person for labor or services through the use of force, fraud or coercion for the purposes of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage or slavery.”**

The TVPA considers sex trafficking as any commercial sexual act performed by adults under the use of force, fraud, or coercion, or any commercial act “in which the person induced to perform such an act has not attained 18 years of age.” Labor trafficking is “the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision or obtaining of a person for labor or services through the use of force, fraud or coercion for the purposes of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage or slavery.” Transportation from one location to another is not required for victims to fall under the definition of “severe forms of trafficking in persons.”

The U.S. Department of State evaluates compliance with the TVPA on an annual basis in its TIP Report, which places states into one of four tiers based on a “3P” paradigm of “prosecuting traffickers,” “protecting victims,” and “preventing the crime.”\(^4\) The U.S. government bases tier placement on an evaluation of several factors, including general human trafficking conditions, government noncompliance, failure to make significant efforts, and “the extent to which government officials have participated in, facilitated, condoned, or […] were complicit in trafficking.” Notably, the U.S. Department of State considers “trafficking in government-funded programs” and forced labor “in government-affiliated medical services”—such as Cuba’s medical missions—key factors in determining Tier 2 and Tier 3 placement.

---
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complicit in trafficking.” Notably, the U.S. Department of State considers “trafficking in government-funded programs” and forced labor “in government-affiliated medical services”—such as Cuba’s medical missions—key factors in determining Tier 2 and Tier 3 placement.

The TIP Report places on Tier 1 governments that fully comply with the TVPA’s minimum standards for the elimination of trafficking. It places on Tier 2 states that are making significant efforts to meet the minimum standards, but do not fulfill them all. The TIP report also establishes a Tier 2 Watch List category for countries whose governments meet the Tier 2 criteria. However, Tier 2 Watch List countries share the following characteristics: (1) the number of victims of severe forms of trafficking is very significant or is significantly increasing; (2) there is a failure to provide evidence of increasing efforts to combat severe forms of trafficking from the previous year; or (3) the determination that a country is making significant efforts to bring itself into compliance with the minimum standards was based on commitments by the country to take additional future steps. Finally, the TIP Report places on Tier 3 countries whose governments do not fully comply with the minimum anti-trafficking standards and are not making significant efforts to comply. According to the 2020 and 2021 TIP Reports, Cuba is a Tier 3 country.

---
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Definition of Forced Labor as a Distinct Form of Human Trafficking

The International Labour Organization’s Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29)

The International Labour Organization's (ILO) Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), defines forced labor as "all work or service which is exacted from any person" under the threat of penalty and “for which the person has not offered himself or herself voluntarily.”

This definition consists of three legal elements: (1) work or service (all work arising in any activity, industry, or sector); (2) penalty (no specific activity is required); and (3) involuntariness (absence of free and informed consent and freedom to leave a job).

Certain conditions—including compulsory military service, normal civic obligations, minor communal service, conventional prison labor, and work in emergency situations—are exemptions to ILO’s forced labor definition.

---


Almost all countries have ratified the Forced Labor Convention (No. 29), including Cuba.\textsuperscript{25} Notwithstanding, ILO member states\textsuperscript{26} must respect the principle of elimination of forced labor regardless of ratification.\textsuperscript{27} The prohibition against the use of forced labor is also considered a peremptory norm (jus cogens) of international law, meaning that it is of an absolute binding nature from which no exception is permitted.\textsuperscript{28}

Compared to the Palermo Protocol, the Forced Labor Convention (No. 29) has a stronger emphasis on the protection of trafficking victims. States have a commitment to not only criminalize forced labor and prosecute perpetrators, but also to provide victims with protection and access to justice.\textsuperscript{29}

It is important to note that forced labor is different from other forms of labor exploitation such as slavery. ILO identifies the following elements as suggestive of forced labor: (1) threat of physical or sexual violence, including blackmail, condemnation, and other forms of emotional torture; (2) restriction of movement and/or confinement to the workplace or a limited area; (3) bonded labor, including the withholding of wages; (4) retention of passports and identity papers; and (5) threat of denunciation to the authorities.\textsuperscript{30} The U.S. Department of State also distinguishes forced labor by using indicators such as restrictions on workers’ freedom of movement and the trafficker’s use of force, fraud, or coercion. It also includes specific examples of coercion, namely withholding of pay, confiscation of identity documents, psychological coercion, reputational harm, and threats to other people.\textsuperscript{31} As we will discuss throughout this paper, we can find nearly all of the previous indicators of forced labor in Cuba’s medical missions program.

Equally important, the Palermo Protocol and the TVPA consider forced labor as a distinct form of human trafficking. Please recall that Article 3 of the Palermo Protocol specifically describes forced labor as an example of human trafficking. ILO’s Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations reinforces this view, asserting that the “notion of exploitation of Labour” in the Palermo Protocol’s definition of human trafficking links the Protocol and ILO’s Forced Labor Convention and indicates that human trafficking for exploitation is contained in the Convention’s definition of forced labor.\textsuperscript{32} Similarly, the TVPA recognizes two types of human trafficking: sex and labor trafficking. In sum, we should understand forced labor as human trafficking and not as a separate, lesser offense.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} “What is Forced Labour, Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking?” International Labour Organization.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Business & Human Rights Navigator, “Forced Labour” United Nations Global Compact, Accessed 27 June, 2022, \url{https://bhr-navigator.unglobal-compact.org/issues/forced-labour/#:~:text=Impacts%20on%20Human%20Rights&text=The%20prohibition%20of%20the%20use,which%20is%20an%20exception%20to%20the%20forced%20labour%20Convention}
\item \textsuperscript{31} Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, “Understanding Human Trafficking.”
\item \textsuperscript{32} Working Group on Trafficking in Persons, “Analysis of Key Concepts of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol.”
\end{itemize}
State-Sponsored Human Trafficking

Enduring misconceptions about human trafficking have helped cement the notion that trafficking perpetrators are always private individuals or criminal enterprises. However, present-day realities place governments as some of the most pervasive culprits of human trafficking.33 States often support their human trafficking practices by withdrawing public benefits, withholding salaries, threatening to punish family members, or conditioning freedom of movement on labor, among other coercive mechanisms.34

States often support their human trafficking practices by withdrawing public benefits, withholding salaries, threatening to punish family members, or conditioning freedom of movement on labor, among other coercive mechanisms.

While the Palermo Protocol asks governments to criminalize and prosecute human trafficking crimes at large, ILO’s Abolition of Forced Labour Convention (No. 105) contains specific provisions against state-sponsored forced labor.35 It prohibits ILO members that have ratified36 Forced Labour Convention (No. 105) from using forced labor for economic development purposes, as a means of political coercion, or as labor discipline.37

34 Ibid.
In 2019, the U.S. Congress amended the TVPA to note that governments can show a “policy or pattern” of human trafficking. This amendment recognizes state-sponsored human trafficking in government-funded programs, specifically forced labor in government-affiliated medical services such as Cuba’s medical missions.\(^3^8\) Although the TVPA already considers whether government officials “participated in, facilitated, condoned, or were otherwise complicit in trafficking” when deciding tier rankings, the 2019 amendment directly connects government-sponsored human trafficking to a Tier 3 ranking.\(^3^9\) In fact, the 2020 TIP Report marked the first time the U.S. Department of State applied this new legal provision, finding that the following governments had a “policy or pattern” of human trafficking: Afghanistan, Belarus, Burma, China, Cuba, Eritrea, Iran, North Korea, Russia, South Sudan, Syria, and Turkmenistan.\(^4^0\) The 2021 TIP Report equally determined that all previous states (except Belarus) have an ongoing documented “policy or pattern” of human trafficking, trafficking in government-funded programs, forced labor in government-affiliated medical services, sexual slavery, or the recruitment of child soldiers.\(^4^1\)
In the case of Cuba, intergovernmental organizations and foreign governments have denounced state-sponsored human trafficking in Cuba’s medical missions. For instance, in the 2018 UN Universal Periodic Review of Cuba, the U.K. recommended the island to “[c]riminalize all forms of human trafficking […] and address coercive elements of Cuban labour practices and foreign medical missions.” In September 2019, the U.S. Department of State announced visa restrictions on Cuban officials engaged in “exploitative and coercive labor practices” in the medical missions program. Also, in November 2019, Ms. Urmila Bhoola (UN Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes and consequences) and Ms. Maria Grazia Giammarinaro (UN Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially in women and children) sent a letter to the Cuban government, stating that the working conditions reported to them “from first-hand sources” could amount to forced labor. Moreover, the 2021 TIP Report found that there is a “government policy or government pattern” in Cuba to profit from labor export programs with strong indications of forced labor, particularly in Cuba’s medical missions. The Cuban government has responded to human trafficking accusations by blaming them on a “campaign” by the U.S. government and its allies to “discredit” Cuba’s medical missions.

For instance, in July 2021, Cuba’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a statement in response to the placement of Cuba as a Tier 3 country in the 2020 TIP Report, noting that Cuba rejects “in the strongest terms this defamatory campaign by the U.S. Government, promoted in conjunction with the most reactionary and corrupt sectors of that country…” Similarly, in January 2022, Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodríguez accused U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs Brian Nichol of “seek[ing] to tarnish the solidarity effort” of the medical missions.

The Cuban government has responded to human trafficking accusations by blaming them on a “campaign” by the U.S. government and its allies to “discredit” Cuba’s medical missions.
Cuban regime has further responded to human trafficking denunciations by claiming that the missions show how Cuba's healthcare system is “one of the best and most advanced in the world.”

Notwithstanding human trafficking denunciations, Cuba has continued to promote its medical missions, undermining its binding obligation to meet the Palermo Protocol and ILO's Forced Labour Conventions (No. 29) and (No. 105). While the Cuban government has taken some steps to address other forms of labor trafficking (including training law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and judges on trafficking crimes), a fundamental issue of criminalization and enforcement remains. As a country that governs in a totalitarian way and as the main perpetrator of human trafficking violations, the Cuban government has enjoyed unfettered power and total impunity. Specifically, the Cuban regime has systematically engaged in human trafficking through laws such as the Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban Civilian Workers Serving Abroad as Collaborators (Resolution No. 168).

What is more, Article 5 of the Constitution of Cuba subordinates all individual and collective rights of Cuban citizens to the state led by the Communist Party—the superior leading force of society—and stipulates that the construction of socialism and the journey to the Communist society are the only allowable goals. To the extent that the medical missions are considered a strategic state project, Article 5 effectively prohibits domestic prosecution of the medical missions as a form of government-sponsored human trafficking crimes.

---
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Human Trafficking in Cuba’s Medical Missions

Background: Introduction to Cuba’s Medical Missions Program

History of the Medical Missions

Over the past 59 years, Cuba’s medical missions have deployed over 400,000 healthcare workers across 164 countries to help tackle natural disasters, medical crisis, and serve as “missionaries for the Cuban Revolution.”


Cuba’s brand of “medical internationalism” began in the 1960s with Cuba sending doctors to Algeria during its war with France. Between 1966 and 1974, Cuba expanded its nascent medical missions program and sent doctors to work in Guinea-Bissau in support of its liberation struggle against Portugal. When Guinean President Amilcar Cabral requested Cuban assistance, the island sent a small military contingent to the region, along with a 31-member medical brigade. In 1975, Cuba embarked on its largest military campaign in Africa, sending combat troops to Angola in support of the communist-aligned People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola and providing doctors alongside its military aid.

In 2000, Cuba and Venezuela signed an agreement by which the Cuban side pledged to send healthcare workers who would offer free services in places where health coverage was deficient and train Venezuelan personnel. Venezuela, for its part, committed to sending 53,000 barrels of oil per day to Cuba. Thanks to the alliance with Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, the number of reported Cuban health collaborators grew steeply from 6,190 in 2002 to 31,243 in 2005. By December 2008, nearly 29,296 Cuban health professionals were serving in Venezuela, 13,020 of them doctors.

The Cuban government’s efforts to expand its medical missions program continued throughout the mid-2000s through structural changes in the island’s healthcare system. In 2010, the Ministry of Health announced a personnel reduction in the domestic healthcare sector so that more doctors could be sent abroad “to earn hard currency.” In 2011, the Cuban government also carried out a series of privatization measures following the Russian model to make the state-owned economy fit into a free-market world. As a result, Cuba created the Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos, S.A., the corporation that took over the business of exporting health personnel. Through this entity and thanks to the alliance with Venezuela, it was possible to export Cuban healthcare labor on a massive scale.

---
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In 2013, Cuba created the Mais Medicos program with Brazil. While Cuba had medical programs in 60 other countries, its agreement with Brazil was one of the largest and most profitable, serving as a link between the cash-strapped island and South America’s largest economy.64 When Jair Bolsonaro was elected as president of Brazil in 2018, he ended the Mais Medicos program. President Bolsonaro announced the program could only continue if Cuban doctors directly received their salaries from Brazil and were able to bring their families with them during their assignments, among other conditions. Cuba did not agree.65

Currently, Cuba has between 34,000–50,000 healthcare professionals in more than 60 countries in Africa, Latin America, Europe, and the Middle East. 66

**Expansion of Cuba’s Medical Missions Program During the COVID-19 Pandemic**

The Cuban government has taken advantage of the unique circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic by expanding its overseas medical missions. Since March 2020, Cuba has increased the number and size of its medical missions, sending more than 2,770 additional healthcare professionals to 26 countries67 to make up for lost tourism revenue due to the pandemic.68

---

64 Weissenstein, Micheal and de Sousa Marcelo, “Cuba Ends Medical Exchange Program with Brazil” AP News, 14 Nov 2018, https://apnews.com/article/ebc4e4d0622d4f4022c8db724d07ee505
65 Ibid.
66 *2021 Trafficking in Persons Report* U.S. Department of State.
67 Ibid.
Cuba’s Ministry of Health has supported this expansion effort by launching a social media campaign publicizing the work of its medical professionals. Celebrities such as Danny Glover and Sir Richard Branson have strengthened this marketing campaign, nominating the Henry Reeve International Medical Brigade for the Nobel Peace Prize 2021 due to its work to alleviate COVID-19.

The pandemic has also allowed Cuba to revitalize its medical missions program and propaganda messaging after decline in Latin America. In October 2021, Cuba’s Deputy Health Minister, Dr. Regla Angulo Pardo, announced that 57 teams made up of 4,982 health professionals had collaborated in the fight against COVID-19 in 41 territories in Latin America, Africa, and Europe.

In addition to increasing the size of its medical missions, the Cuban government has been using its COVID-19 vaccine candidates to further capitalize on its medical missions. Cuba has submitted three COVID-19 vaccine candidates for Emergency Use Listing by the World Health Organization (WHO). The agency has not approved Cuba’s vaccine candidates, noting it is “awaiting information on strategy and timelines for submission.”

Although Cuba has not published the clinical trial results in scientific journals and the vaccine candidates lack WHO approval, the government has secured funding to produce 200 million vaccine doses. The Cuban government already exports its vaccine candidates to Iran, Nicaragua, Venezuela, and

---
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Vietnam. Cuba has said that they could produce 120 to 200 million doses a year, which could generate gross income of $600 million to $1 billion for the island’s regime.\(^7\)

If Cuba’s COVID-19 vaccine candidates receive WHO authorization, the number of countries willing to buy the vaccines will likely increase, providing Cuba with the opportunity to send additional medical brigades as part of its vaccination package. Countries like Nicaragua and Venezuela, which host medical missions, already use Cuba’s COVID-19 vaccine candidates. While Cuba’s COVID-19 vaccine candidates help underdeveloped nations in their fight against the pandemic, unfortunately, the vaccines further increase the number of health professionals Cuba will subject to forced labor.

## Forced Labor in Cuba’s Medical Missions

### Coercive Recruitment Environment Compelling Medical Workers to Enroll in the Medical Missions Program

Cuba’s authoritarian regime has used human trafficking practices that are “coercive, deceptive, and leveraged”\(^7\) to recruit healthcare professionals to participate in the state-run medical missions program.

The Cuban government runs the island’s healthcare system. It acts as the main employer of Cuba’s healthcare workers, who cannot practice medicine privately.\(^7\) This dynamic effectively traps doctors in an employment relationship where the state holds disproportionate power, leaving doctors with almost no authority over the conditions of their employment. They feel pressured to join medical missions to avoid losing their jobs or jeopardizing their chances of career advancement. Testimonies of former participants in the medical missions further corroborate the Cuban government’s coercion.

\(^{76}\) Ibid.


\(^{78}\) “Fact Sheet Overview of Cuba’s Medical Collaboration” Cuba Salud

\(^{79}\) Ibid.
According to a 2020 Prisoners Defenders report, where they interviewed more than 400 former participants in the medical missions, nearly 34% of participants claim they “felt partially or totally” compelled to join the medical missions program because of fear of “being negatively marked at work,” and around 68% of the workers allege the lack of “viable” employment alternatives as additional reason to enroll in the program.  

Cuban doctors also face state-imposed burdens to secure independent labor contracts abroad. Cuba requires doctors to have special permission to leave the country. The Ministry of Health often refuses to issue proof of the educational credentials of health professionals. In November 2018, the Cuban government issued additional restrictions regarding issuance of educational credentials, prohibiting the legalization of academic or other types of documents for health professionals serving in missions or attending international events. This tactic renders Cuban doctors unable to demonstrate their qualifications to practice outside Cuba. As a result, their only option to work overseas is through the government’s medical missions.

The coercive recruitment practices the Cuban government uses to compel doctors to join the missions equally include economic pressures. The monthly salary of Cuban doctors ranges from $70 to $75, which is insufficient to pay for food and basic staples. According to testimonies of former participants in the medical missions, a significant 88.4% of the workers affirm that “the situation of extreme poverty” and their low salary influenced their decision to join the medical missions. Once more, Cuba leaves doctors with no other alternative than to join the medical missions to supplement their low wages.

The 2021 TIP Report corroborates the Cuban government’s coercive recruitment, reporting that government officials “force or coerce” individuals to participate and remain in the medical missions. It also affirms that Cuba has not implemented measures to “prohibit force, fraud, or coercion” by foreign labor recruiters and the state in recruiting medical workers. The 2021 TIP Report concludes that Cuba has not addressed its “exploitative and coercive policies” in the medical missions, which are “clear indicators of human trafficking.”

---
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Given Cuba’s coercive practices, the “lack of consent” of healthcare professionals to participate in the medical missions is not required for a finding of human trafficking. Human trafficking can still take place even if the victim initially consented. Article 3(b) of the Palermo Protocol unequivocally states that “[t]he consent of a victim of trafficking […] to the intended exploitation […] shall be irrelevant” if threat or use of force and other forms of coercion have been used.\(^8^8\) The analysis focuses on the trafficker’s coercive conduct and not that of the victim’s prior consent or ability to meaningfully consent thereafter.\(^8^9\) ILO’s Forced Labour Convention (No. 29) also finds forced labor in “all work or service […] for which the person has not offered himself or herself voluntarily.”\(^9^0\) It reiterates that forced labor can occur in situations where the victim lacks free and informed consent, as it is the case of Cuban doctors.

**Legal Instruments and Coercive Practices Governing Medical Missions**

**Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban Civilian Workers Serving Abroad as Collaborators (Resolution No. 168)**

Ministerial Resolution 168 of the Cuban Ministry of Foreign Trade and Investment (adopted in 2010), officially named the Disciplinary Regulations for Cuban Civilian Workers Serving Abroad as Collaborators (Resolution No. 168), is the principal regulation that establishes the obligations and disciplinary sanctions the Cuban government imposes on all medical personnel working on missions.\(^9^1\) By means of coercion and abuse of power, Resolution No. 168 regulates almost all aspects of the lives of medical workers in ways that violate their rights to freedom of association, freedom of movement, and freedom of speech for the purpose of exploiting their labor.

Under Resolution No. 168, it is a punishable “disciplinary offense” for Cuban doctors to engage in the following activities protected by the right of freedom of association:

I. To have “relationships” with anyone whose “actions are not consistent with the principles and values of the Cuban society.”\(^9^2\)

II. To be “friends or establish any other links” with Cuban dissidents, people who have “hostile or contrary views to the Cuban revolution,” or who are “promoters of a way of life contrary to the principles that a Cuban collaborator abroad must represent.”\(^9^3\)

---

90 “Forced Labour Convention” International Labour Organization.
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93 “Resolution No. 168 of 2010,” Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment, Article 8(h-j)
The Cuban government enacted the aforementioned rules to prevent doctors from meeting sympathetic parties who could help them eliminate some of the factors underpinning their forced labor. For instance, some of the rules effectively preclude doctors from gaining permanent residence in the host country via marriage or finding individuals who could sponsor their family members. In this way, Cuba is securing one of the main coercive tools at its disposal: the threat of prolonged family separation.

Provisions in Resolution No. 168 also restrict Cuban health workers’ freedom of movement by prohibiting them from engaging in the activities below:

I. To leave the country where the healthcare worker provides services without authorization.96

II. To stay longer than authorized in a town or province other than where the healthcare professional works and resides.97

III. Medical personnel are required to request permission to travel to provinces or locations other than their assigned workplace.98

IV. To drive means of transportation without authorization.99

V. To “frequently visit places that damage [the doctor’s] prestige,” as well as to “visit places that, given their characteristics, are prone to public order disturbances.”100

---
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98 Ibid.
99 “Resolution No. 168 of 2010,” Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment, Article 8(r)
100 “Resolution No. 168 of 2010,” Ministry of Foreign Trade and Foreign Investment, Article 8(c-d)
Cuba clearly designed Resolution No. 168's restrictions on mobility to prevent doctors from having the means and the opportunity to “desert” the medical missions. Cuban handlers and local collaborators further ensure doctors’ compliance by subjecting them to constant surveillance, forcing them to spy on their own colleagues and inform Cuban authorities on any intentions their co-workers might have to “abandon” the mission.  

As an added measure to prevent “desertions,” the Cuban government issues medical workers a special passport that precludes them from traveling anywhere but Cuba and their assigned host country. Cuban supervisors often retain doctors’ passports upon their arrival in the host country. By example, the 2021 TIP Report notes that Cuba has acknowledged it withholds passports of medical personnel in Venezuela.

Resolution No. 168 equally violates the freedom of expression rights of medical workers, prohibiting them from undertaking the following activities that could result in the public condemnation of Cuba’s human trafficking:

I. To “disseminate or propagate opinions or rumors that undermine the morals or prestige of the group or any of its members.”

II. Medical personnel are required to ask for “authorization and instructions” to “express opinions” to the media about “internal situations in the workplace” or that “put the Cuban collaboration at risk.”

III. Medical personnel are required to request “authorization” to “participate in public acts of a political or social nature.”

Sanctions for violating Resolution No. 168 include withholding of wages, job demotion, fines, job transfer, public reprimand, and expulsion from the mission, among others. Under Cuba’s Criminal Code, medical staff who “abandon” their jobs abroad may face imprisonment for up to eight years. If doctors do not return to Cuba at the end of the mission, the Cuban government can also revoke their medical licenses or retaliate against their families living in Cuba.
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The reading of Resolution No. 168 confirms that it meets the elements of human trafficking in the Palermo Protocol and the TVPA. Specifically, the Cuban government’s acts (recruitment, transfer, harboring, and transportation of medical personnel), means (coercion, abuse of power and of the doctors’ position of vulnerability), and purpose (labor exploitation for financial gain) are consistent with human trafficking violations. Cuba’s use of coercion and the element of involuntariness (absence of free and informed consent and freedom to leave a job) surrounding the doctors’ employment also violates ILO’s Forced Labor Convention (No. 29). Finally, Resolution No. 168 is contrary to Cuba’s obligations under ILO’s Forced Labor Convention (No. 105), expressly prohibiting states from using forced labor for economic development purposes, as a means of political coercion, or as labor discipline.

It is important to note that it is an accepted principle of international law that treaties apply to all individuals within a state’s jurisdiction, including non-citizens. As such, we can argue that host countries also have human rights obligations to all individuals living in their territory, including Cuban medical workers. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which most host countries have ratified, protects the rights to freedom of expression and association, liberty, and movement. The International Covenant on Economic and Social Rights (ICESCR), which recognizes the right to just and favorable conditions of work and to an adequate standard of living, enjoys almost universal ratification. Equally important, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights contains freedom of speech and movement protections, including the right of all individuals “to leave any country” and to return to their birth country. As a result, host countries have an international law obligation to prohibit Resolution No. 168 from taking place in their territories, ensuring effective anti-trafficking and human rights protections for Cuban doctors.

No Somos Desertores supporters holding up signs of the 8 year ban. "Médicos cubanos exigen que se les permita viajar a la Isla" Photo from No Somos Desertores Facebook.

The 8-Year Ban

In addition to Resolution No. 168, Cuba’s coercive mechanisms include the use of its immigration laws to prevent the “desertion” of medical personnel working abroad, further demonstrating human trafficking in its medical missions.

Under Migration Law 1312, which defines “undesirables” as “inadmissible” for immigration purposes, the Cuban government declares any medical worker who leaves the medical missions program a “traitor to the homeland” and therefore “undesirable.” In conjunction with Migration Law 1312, Cuba applies Article 153 of the Criminal Code to “deserters” for leaving their employment contract, which subjects them to up to eight years in jail. In practice, the Cuban government applies Article 135 to ban “deserters” from entering Cuba for a period of eight years (the 8-year ban), instead of incarcerating them.117

---


117 The Human Rights Foundation interviewed two Cuban medical professionals who participated in Cuba’s medical missions in Venezuela (from 2004 to 2010) and Sierra Leone (from 2014 to 2015). They affirm that the Cuban government has banned them for eight years from entering the island after they abandoned their assignments. It is important to note that one of the medical workers interviewed applied twice for a humanitarian visa to visit his ailing mother in Cuba. Cuban authorities denied both humanitarian visa applications because the worker was subject to the 8-year ban.
Medical workers subject to Migration Law 1312 who have tried to enter Cuba have received inadmissibility documents at customs and have been immediately deported.¹¹⁸ Members of the group No Somos Desertores¹¹⁹ have reported that the Cuban government has prevented them from entering the island for emergencies and funerals of relatives because they have “abandoned” medical missions or over-stayed their assignments.¹²⁰

Cuban doctors gathered in Miami. Photo credits: Marti Noticias.

Cuba uses the 8-year ban as a powerful coercive tool to compel medical workers to endure forced labor. The 8-year ban effectively holds the families of medical workers hostage due to the credible threat of long family separation. Please note that medical workers must leave their families in Cuba for the term of their contract (typically 2–3 years) and can only take a month of paid vacation per year.¹²¹ Even in case of grave illness or death of a close family member, doctors cannot travel back to Cuba without government authorization.¹²² As such, the Cuban government is not only violating the freedom of movement and association of doctors, but also the human rights of their spouses and children.

¹¹⁸ “Cuba’s Internationalized Missions II,” Prisoners Defenders. page 33.
¹¹⁹ No Somos Desertores is an association of Cuban health professionals living in different parts of the world to whom the government of Cuba denies the right to visit the island under the 8-year ban [see https://nosomodesertores.com/about-us].
¹²⁰ “Fact Sheet Overview of Cuba’s Medical Collaboration” Cuba Salud.
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One-Sided Contract Negotiations and Wage Theft Provisions in Labor Contracts

Another example of Cuba’s human trafficking violations is the way in which the government contracts in the provision of services through its medical missions program. The Cuban government uses its unequal position of power and bargaining superiority to stop medical workers from determining the rights and obligations included in their employment contracts.

Government officials of the host country and the Cuban Ministry of Health (on behalf of the state-owned company Comercializadora de Servicios Médicos Cubanos, S.A.) execute the final employment contracts based on the terms they have agreed to during negotiations. Cuba does not inform doctors of the terms of their contracts. The Cuban government presents doctors with the contracts they must sign at the last minute—often right before they depart for their destination—and with no access to legal advice. Cuba usually informs workers of housing arrangements, working conditions, and wages upon leaving the island or after arriving at their host country.

Cuba’s purposeful misinformation regarding doctors’ wages serves to further their financial exploitation. Under the state-negotiated labor contracts, healthcare workers receive 9–25% of their salaries, which are usually below the minimum wage or the poverty line in the host country. The Cuban government retains the remaining portion of their wages in Cuban bank accounts—often in Cuban pesos rather than the hard currency Cuba receives for the doctors’ medical services. If medical workers “abandon” the mission, the government confiscates the portion of their wages retained in the island. This exploitative provision aids Cuba to avoid “desertions” by imposing on the doctors a strong financial incentive to finish their contractual obligations and return home.

Under the state-negotiated labor contracts, healthcare workers receive 9–25% of their salaries, which are usually below the minimum wage or the poverty line in the host country.
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The Cuban regime’s abusive contractual provisions violate human trafficking laws enshrined in the Palermo Protocol and ILO’s Forced Labor Conventions (No. 29) and (No. 25). The exploitative remuneration terms included in the doctors’ labor contracts also violate ILO’s Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100), which calls states to “ensure the application to all workers of the principle of equal remuneration.”

Under the Equal Remuneration Convention (No. 100), Cuba and most host countries have a binding obligation to ensure the salaries doctors receive are equal to those of their counterparts in the destination country. Furthermore, these exploitative wage provisions breach Article 23 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, calling states to protect the rights of “free choice of employment,” “just and favourable conditions of work,” equal pay, and “just and favourable remuneration.”

The Business of Health Humanitarianism

Medical missions’ services sales have been Cuba’s main source of foreign income since the early 2000s, generating more than any other sector of the Cuban economy. The 2021 TIP Report estimates that the Cuban government collects six to eight billion dollars annually through its medical missions program. The payments Cuba receives per doctor vary widely, ranging from $3,000 a month in Namibia to $25,000 a month for a plastic surgeon in Saudi Arabia.

The government of Cuba keeps at least 75% of what the host country pays per doctor, while the doctors themselves receive only 9–25% of this amount. For instance, Cuban doctors working on the Mais Medicos mission in Brazil received $400 per month—9.36% of what the Brazilian government paid for them—according to the Brazilian Federal Court of Accounts. Nearly half of doctors’ salaries are kept in a Cuban bank account that doctors cannot access until they return to Cuba after completing their mission.
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In most cases, host countries pay Cuba directly with public funds. However, Cuba also enters into tripartite “collaboration” or triangulation agreements by which third party governments and international organizations—including WHO, the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF), and the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)—pay for Cuba’s health services to underdeveloped countries. By example, Cuba has received financial assistance for its medical missions in Honduras, Haiti, Niger, Rwanda, and Mali from the governments of Germany, France, Japan, Norway, and Australia. During the 2014 Ebola epidemic, WHO financed Cuba’s medical missions to Liberia and Sierra Leone. From 2013 to 2018, PAHO charged a 5% fee to serve as an intermediary for Brazil’s Mais Medicos program, an agreement that earned Cuba $400 million per year.

The financial gains the Cuban government generates through its medical missions program meets the exploitation definition the Palermo Protocol proscribes. Cuba is also in violation of ILO’s Convention No. 95 on the Protection of Wages, signed by Cuba, which prohibits employers from “limiting in any manner the freedom of the worker to dispose of his wages.”

---
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Conclusion

The information presented in this brief demonstrates that the Cuban government has engaged with impunity in state-sponsored human trafficking that violates Cuba’s international law obligations. Cuba’s totalitarian regime has used its disproportionate power over medical professionals and their conditions of employment to exploit and abuse healthcare workers through myriad coercive mechanisms, ranging from threat of family separation and forced exile to movement restrictions and wage theft. Cuban doctors fear their refusal to participate in the medical missions will generate reprisals from the government, which runs the island’s healthcare system. Additionally, Cuba has used the low pay for its doctors to further coerce them into the medical missions program. Once in the program, Cuban healthcare personnel face violations of their rights to freedom of association, freedom of movement, and freedom of speech. Cuba’s medical missions have also served to export the island’s misleading brand of medical diplomacy and further the myth of Cuba as a “world medical power.” Finally, the government’s exploitative trafficking scheme has funded Havana’s authoritarian regime by providing billions of dollars in revenue from the sale of medical services.

This combination of international support and financial exploitation has prevented the Cuban government from facing widespread condemnation from the international community and adopting structural reforms to end human trafficking. As a result, stopping human trafficking in Cuba’s medical missions will require a complex response that addresses all contributing factors that permit the exploitation of medical workers.
HRF’s analysis of relevant international law and Cuba’s human trafficking violations suggests that the international community, including democratic governments and international organizations, in order to comply with their own human rights obligations prohibiting engaging in aiding and abetting in human trafficking practices, should adopt the following recommendations: (1) host countries should stop using Cuba’s medical missions unless the Cuban government eliminates Ministerial Resolution 168, ends the 8-year ban, pays Cuban doctors in full, and allows medical workers to enter into labor contracts with the host country without intermediaries; (2) the international community should remove Cuba from PAHO and start a transparent, independent investigation into PAHO’s responsibility in the trafficking of Cuban doctors in Brazil; (3) global democracies should implement sanctions against the communist regime for trafficking Cuban doctors; specifically the U.S. should apply Global Magnitsky sanctions on all actors who aid Cuba’s human trafficking scheme and raise international awareness of Cuba’s role as a perpetrator of human trafficking; and (4) the UN human rights system—through its human rights agencies, organizations, and programs—should ban funding for Cuba’s medical missions and publicly sanction Cuba’s regime for violating binding human trafficking treaties.